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Governor's proposal puts
money back into schools
by Ann Marie Sikes

•

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Gov. Lawton Chiles laid
the framework for changes
he would like to see in
Florida's government during
Monday's Channel 9 Town
Meeting. Chiles wants funding put toward education,
crime and preventive programs.
A primary issue ofconcern

for Chiles included bringing lottery funds back to their original
purpose - enhancement for
schools. He said Florida would
distribute$700million to Florida
schools over the next seven years
in his proposal.
"It has not been used for what
we promised the people it was
going to be used for," Chiles said.
"I'm proposing that we make
good on our promise."
Chiles said he would like

funds returned to the Florida
School System. The returned
funds would replace monies
taken away from schools after lottery funding began.
Chiles said the lottery funds
should return to their original purpose of enhancement
and not continue to be used
for basic funding.
Florida universities would
CHILES continued page 3

ON THE FLY

Someone's ·garbage,
another's

•

the garbage is currently recycled, which is short of the
EPA's goal of25 percent.
Universities and colleges na"We'remakingprogress,but
tionwide are active in recycling we are still a society that does
tons of waste annually, and offi- not fully realize why it's imcials say that campus recycling porlant to reduce waste," said
programs are a success because John Kazzi, manager ofpublimany students are environmen- cations for Keep America
tall:-1 ~onscious.
Beautiful, a non-profit public
1.11e usual recycled items in- awareness organization in
elude all typesofpaper,glassand Stamford, Conn. "A college is
aluminum products. However, nothing more than a small comseveral schools are venturinginto munity. It's its own self-conother areas, includ- ~~~~~~~~~ tained city. Certainlycollegestuing horse manure
and producing art,
"... colleges are dents can take
·
heed to.recycle."
Juan Lynum from Jones High School plays table tennis at the UCF Gameroom.· furniture and housah ea d ... m
F e d er o u c h
ing material out of
Lynum takes a break in the gameroom following his participation in UCF's
recycled paper.
recycling. "
said it has taken
Academic Enrichment Program. (DeHoogtFuruR~,
-Audrey Federouch consumers quite
"Amajorityofcolleges are ahead of
DUQUESNE
a while to get
,businesses in recyUNIVERSITY
used to recycling,
cling. Students insince for many it
said. In addition to students, it surveys faculty, sisted on this," said
by Cynthia Conlin
is time consumstaff and administrators. Many non-students . Audrey Guskey Federouch, who ing and not part of their daily
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
have been surveyed by mail. Thus, it will take teaches consumer behavior at living habits. That point is not
Those students who attenqed UCF last semes- extra time to process the surveys. Walden said Duquesne University in Pitts- lost on college administrators,
ter may recall a great commotion con- ~~~~~~~~~ the results will probably not be burgh. "StudentsareenVironmen- she said.
"It is not a ban ready for several days, depend- · tallyawareandpushedforthis.lt "One reason the university
cerning a proposed limitation on bicycles and skateboards.
ing upon the outcome.
is very much the trend to recycle, is pushingrecyclingisbecause
A survey has been written by Stuon bicycle
Walden and Roberts started and this trend should continue students will continue to redent Government member Steve
,,
the survey after a committee through this decade.
cycle after college," Federouch
Walden and Mark Roberts of the Sideuse...
meeting Jan. 27. The commitThe Enviromental Protection said.
walk Safety . Committee, which asks
tee met again Feb. 15 to review Agency estimates that the United
Until the 1970s, consumers
questions regarding on-campus use of
_Richard Paradise
and modify the survey. Com- States produces about 195 million were more interested in co!l.COMMITIEE CHAIR
mitteemembersrecommended tonsof garbageayear.Thatnumber venienceandwouldratherbuy
bicycles, skateboards or roller blades.
ThesurveywasdistributedWednesattaching a map of the pro- isprojectedtoincreaseto200million disposable items. 'The trend
day to "certain targeted classrooms" at • • • • • • • • • posed limited area for bicycles . tons of garbage by 2000. There is no has shifted. People are willing
the main campus, Walden said. When deciding the to the survey.
breakdown of the amount of gar- to spend more time and redistribution o' the survey, he tried to get a good
The committee finalized the survey Feb. 25 bage produced on college campuses. cycle," she said. "Now they're
sampling of students on campus.
and turned it over to Walden and Roberts to
The survey includes classes held at different
Nationally,aboutl 7percentof RECYCLE continued page 3
times of the day and from different majors, Walden
SURVEY continued page 3
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• PUBLIC RELATIONS

• ACADEMIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR • ATTORNEY GENERAL

Responsible for SG communications endeavors
(students & community)
Supervises Assistants and
Graphics Coordinator ,

Responsible for SG academic
relations and reform efforts

Represents SG and University on all disciplinary "
matters. Actively reform
statutes and student legal
documents.

..

•
• CAMPUS SERVICES DIRECTOR

Responsible for Branch
Campus operations.
Coordinates all KIOSK,
MacLab and other tangible
SG services.
• JUDICIAL ADVISOR/

• Gov'T RELATIONS DIRECTOR ~ COMPTROLLER

Lobbies government entities
on behalf of students.

!J

Oversees fiscal accounts of
SG. Supervises Auditing
efforts and guides A&SF
.allocation process. Supervises Auditors and C&O
consultant.

.•
•

•

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Provides advice to students
regarding university prob- .
lems. Coordinates special
projects.

OTHER PosITIONS

•
•
•

AvAII,ABLE

•
-

.

· APPLICATIONS ·

•

DEADLINE: April 15 . INTERVIEWS: April 16 · 26

•

Available in SG, Student Center Room 155
Must be.. available for summer work ...Must be ready to make an impact!
•
•

•
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New specialist works with immigration
by Cynthia Conlin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Karen Day is new to the UCF staff. (courtasy1oay>

Mountains of paperwork are involved for
each of the many professors, scholars and
students who come to UCF as immigrants.
Departments once divided the job: the
paperwork for faculty was done by personnel and some exchange scholars, and occasional residency applicants were handled by
the International Students Office. Many institutes handled their own.
To alleviate confusion, these tasks were
consolidated into the job ofimmigration specialist, to which UCF alumna Karen Day
was appointed this January.
Day shares her expertise on immigration
law. She does all processing of applications
and paperwork for exchange scholars coming to UCF. She also does labor certification
for immigrant ptofessors that UCF wishes
to permanently hire. Day advises and assists faculty with regard to permanent resi-

dency and adjusts status applications for them and
their spouses.
Day practiced law for about seven years in
Central Florida and Washington D.C.
She graduated from the university in 1978 with
a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science. From
there she went to Washington D.C., where she
received her Juris Doctor from George Washington
University. She was working toward two degrees
at the same time: law school during the day and a
master's program at night.
During her time at Washington D.C., she worked
for a migration refugee service, a state department
grant for the resettlement of refugees, for about
one and a half years. She then returned to Florida
where she worked as a lawyer.
Day works in the International Students Office
located in the Administration Building, but her
office will be moved eventually.
"They're going to have the full construction of
the international house, which is the new building
[under construction] for international services on
the campus," she said.

Governor Chiles' financial plan
CHILES
11

FROM PAGE 1

receive $15 million as well as would community colleges over the seven-year period. The balance of $70
million would go to grades K-12.
"I caJI this lottery justice," Chiles said.
On other issues, Orlando residents asked Chiles
1
' • what he plans to do to ensure that prison inmates serve
most of their sentences. He said criminals should
complete at least 75 percent of their time. He said most
prisoners serve 30 percent of their sentences. Chiles
would also create stricter guidelines for good behavior.
He said prisoners who contribute to society by learning
• a trade or educating themselves should get the time off.
"I remember when you just got time off for good
behavior, not for watchingtelevision and sitting around."
Chiles said the changes would be made possible if
the legislatures would put the money into it.
In health care, Chiles said he would try to increase
the importance of preventive programs in the legislature. He said a problem he sees often is preventive
programs getting cut first when budgets~ short.

Leadership Positions Available

.Scholarship House Openings

The Campus Activities Board is now accepting applications for leadership positions. All positions are available. If you are interested, applications can be picked
up at the Student Center main desk and are due by 5
p.m. on March 23. If you have any questions please call
823-2611.

There will be openings for undergraduate women
students in the BPW Scholarship House for the 1992
fall term. Applications can be picked up at the
_Student Affairs office in Room 282 of the Administration Building and at the reception desk of the Student
Center. The deadline for applications has been set
for March 26.

Local Band Showcase
The Campus Activities Board will be sponsoring a local
band showcase from noon until 1 a.m. on April 3 on the
UCF Green. It will feature 12 local bands as well as an
art show sponsored by he Art Alli.ance. The show will be
free to the general public. Call 823-2611.

Meet the President
SGA and the Non-Traditional Student Association will
be hosting a rap session with>UCF President, Dr. John
C. Hitt. The meetingisat4p.m. Tuesday in the Tropical
Oasis. The discussion will focus on issues concerning
returning students, evening and weekend students
and transfer students. Refreshments will be served.

Meet Your Local Authors
The First Annual Literary Heritage Day, "Meet Your
Local Authors," is a day to honor Volusia County
Authors. The event is Friday.All events are free. For
a complete listing of "Meet Your Local Authors"
events, phone Harris House at Atlantic Center for the
Arts at (904) 423-1753 or the Arts Council of Volusia
County at (904) 822-6467. For reservations call
(904) 423-1743.

Society of Professional Joumalists
UCF's chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists will have a meeting at 10 a.m. Friday in SC 217.

Need any Recycled horse manure? No problem there - It's free! Bikes may be restricted
University of Evansville in Evansville,
The money raised from the recycling
SURVEY
Ind., said he got the school actively recy- effort is plowed back into the program for
FROM PAGE 1
FROM PAGE 1
cling two years ago after his children more bins and promotion. There is a
started asking him questions about the committee that oversees the project, and
poll the students.
used to doing it. People are using more environment. He is now the chairman of it includes 12 students, Dale said.
The survey will determine public
"We hadn't tapped into student rerecycled items. Students are even buy- a committee that oversees all recycling
_opinion of the role the committee
ing used clothes."
programs at the campus. sources, and this year we decided that
proposed. As written on the survey,
Most colleges and univer- ~~~==~==~ "I volunteered for the the student population was the key to
the rule state~: "Bicycles, skateboards
"We looked... assignment. I think my making the program whorkd," he .said. and roller blades are prohibited from
sities nationwide have recyJ
·
kids played a big part in "We have found that t e a mimstracling bins in dormitories,
the inner core (with the exception of
classroom buildings and adbut saw no
it,"Dale said. "They made tion is probably more supportive as a
Police Department bicycles). The inprofit."
me environmentally whole than the faculty. We have found
ministrativeareas. Items are
ner core is the area of the campus
broken down by type, includaware and I started ask- that there are faculty members who · located within the 1,200 feet sideing varieties of paper (coming myself: How would I are still of the mind that we have to
walk and outside of Pegasus Circle."
puter, newspaper, bonded or
- Bob Dale feel down the road if a make it very convenient for them to
Committee Chair Richard Paradise
magazine), cans and bottles.
u OF EVANSVILLE grandchild looked at the recycle."
said: "It is not a ban on bicycle use on
In many instances, the
environment and said,
Kazzi, with Keep America Beautiful,
campus. It is strictly a proposed rule
"Grandpa, whydidn'tyou praised coJlege recycling efforts but
schools get money from the
that would limit interaction between
recycled items.
do something to fix it?"
warnedthatrecyclingitselfwillnotsolve
bicycles being ridden and pedestrians,
Buthorsemanure?That'sgivenaway.
From June to Decembe last year, the the tremendous problems facing waste
and it is strictly for safety."
St. Lawrence University in Canton, school recycled 5,500 pounds of mixed management. The United States, deThe proposed rule sparked a lot of
N.Y., has a riding program and ·has 24 paper, 4,100 pounds of
·· spiteitsrecyclingefforts,
agitation from students lastNovember
when it was first formulated, because
horses on campus. University grounds greenbar computer paper, ========~ is still a throwaway socimany students rely on bicycles as their
-. workerspickupthemanure,mixitwith 3,180 pounds of scrap metal,
"Each new
ety, and the amount of
sawdust and leave it in an open area. 9,000poundsofcardboardand
trash and garbage will
sole method of transportation.
"Anyone in the community can take as 30,000 pounds of yard waste.
class is more continue to grow.
The committee first made public
. much as they want. It's good for use in He said the poundage was up
aware than the "Unfortunately, most the proposal on Nov. 9, in a public
gardens," ~aid university spokeswoman 8 percent from the same pepeoplebelievethatifwe
hearing held by the attorney's office.
LisaCania. "It's free. Wedon'tweighitor riod in 1991.
previous."
recycle we won't have to
SG argued they were never informed
countit.St. Lav.Tencehasastronginter"For a number of years we
·Bob Date worry about our garabout the meeting.
est in environmental responsibility."
were like much of the rest of
u OF EVANSVILLE bage, but that's not
Three days later the SG Senate
The liberal arts school also has recy- the population. We looked at
true," Kazzi said. "Repassed a resolution asking the Sideeling bins throughout the campus and recycling as something we
cyclingisnottheanswer
walk Safety Committee to change the
has a policy that bans disposable foam or would like to do but saw no profit," Dale a lot of people think it is. Yes, it plays
new proposal. The senate turned over
plastic cups and plates. Administrators said. "But I saw that profit was not a animportantroleoncampus,butpeople
copies of the resolution to President
estimate the school has reduced garbage priority. Recyclir1g is going to become an have to realize even if we recycle as
John Hitt, Paradise and Vice President
output by 25 percent in the past two important part of students' lives from much as we can, there is still going to
of Administration and Finance John
years, she said.
now on. Each new class is more environ- be significant tonnage that has to be
Bolte. The proposed rule was then reBobDale,supervisorofgroundsatthe mentallyawarethanthepreviousclass." dealt with in another way."
turned to the committee.
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Editorial Positions opening up for Fall of 1993:
Opinion Editor: Responsible for opinion writers and cartoonists. Must write biweekly staff editorial.
Copy Editor: Responsible for reading everything that goes into the future, checking
it for grammatical, punctuational, spelling and AP style errors.

For more information on either of these positions, call Bill at 823-6397.

T/eArt~~ ·
SERIOUS fun

Want.ed:Ad Reps
Looking for business,
marketing or any major
interested in earning
money!

0

American Heart
Association

150,000 IN CASH AND PRIZES TO NATIONAL WINNER!

ATTENTION •LADIES • ATIENTION
The search is on for the new
Miss 1993 Florida World
to represent Florida in the live, nationally
televised, Miss 1993 World America.

ENTER NOW!

The sky's the limit.

Each contestant will meet a
STAR SEARCH REPRESENTATIVE

The Central Florida
Future has unlimited
opportunities for advertising representatives.
Payment is made on a
generous commission basis and the
only requirements are
a positive and motivated personality. Prior
experience in sales is
helpful, but not required.

EVENING WEAR 1 SWIMWEAR t INTERVIEW

Sunday, March 21, 1993
12 and 25 miles through beautiful UCF
Campus, and Research Park with a
two-mile fun ride for children.

•

Areas ofCompetition

Call Bill or Tisha at
823-2602.

The sooner you start,
the sooner you earn.

No performtng talent required

~

,,

SHARON BELDON/MISS 1992 nORIDA

CrownedM~Plef:::!~Americaon

STATEFINALSHELDMARCH25 -27
at Pleasure Island, Walt Disney World

1-800-442-1993

Ages 17 -24, Never married, U S Citizen, Resident for 6 months minimum

MISS 1993 FLORIDA WORLD
TEACHERS/COUNSELORS
LAS VEGAS, N~VADA
The Clark County School District will be holding
interviews on March 31 and April 1 in the city of
Orlando.
BNBS MINIMUM is required and applicants must
have completed an approued teacher education
program from an accredited college/university; in
compliance with the Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986. Must meet Nevada standards
for licensure. Alternative licenses ARE NOT
ACCEPTED! Not accepting applicants in PE, SST,
Bus Ed or Home Ee.
Call (702) 799-5096 PST to schedule an interview.

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT
U. C.

F.

Campus Wellness Center
and
Alumni Relations Off ice

Don't Dri.n k and Drive
It will spoil your day.

•
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Police impound booted car
The man claimed not to know ~nding a concert at the arena.
by Mark Schlueb
the women personally, but that
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
they would know him by sight.
• Police are searching for a
The women, none of whom man who may be stealing from
Police stopped a student
from removing a parking boot know each other, said the man offices.
On March 8, workers in the
asked questions about their perfrom his truck recently.
According to police, a boot sonal lives and if they would be Student Affairs office in the
Administration Building
had been placed on a truck be- willing to meet him for lunch.
Police speculate the man startled a man while he was
longing to Brian Osborn, 18, for
failing to pay parking fines. A may have been randomly call- going through papers in an ofboot is a device which is at- ing office numbers listed in the fice. When he was discovered,
he quickly left the scene.
tached to the wheel of a car and campus phone book.
Later, . however, police beprevents it from being moved.
• Police arrested two men lieve the same man went into
Osborn and several friends
had removed the wheel and and charged them with smok- the office of Pamela Tsuchiya,
also in the Administration
the boot attached to it when ing marijuana.
The men, Albert Praetorius, Building, and stole ·her wallet
they were spotted by police.
Osborn's Chevrolet S-10 was 24, and Roderick Ream, 26, from her purse.
Matching descriptions were
were spotted by an officer walkimpounded.
given
in both incidents. Witing
on
the
sidewalk
in
front
of
In other police news:
the
arena
smoking
a
marijuana
nesses
describe the man as
• Several women reported
cigarette,
according
to
police.
black,
between
145 and 150
strange phone calls, all from
Additional
marijuana
was
pounds,
about
6
feet
tall with a
the same man.
found
in
their
possession
after
boxed
haircut.
On March 2, five women rePolice caution people not to
ported that a man calling him- their arrest.
Praetorius and Ream were at- leave belongings unattended.
selfDenny Rogers called them.

Position available: Business Manager
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University of
Central Florida, is currently accepting applications and resumes for the
·
position of business manager.
This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the financial transactions and records oftlw ne~spaper. Candidates
should fill out an application at our business office (82322601) and submit
a resume and any letters of recommendation possible.
··
i

t

1\.pplications must be received by March 31. Eledions will be held on·April
.
··
2.The deadline is coming up. Apply-soon!

"".- -.. _
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Student receives
international award
notorious."
Bootwala is a junior at
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
UCF and is majoring in fiThe Committee of Inter- nance. He made the dean's
national Students went on a list in the springof1991 and
world tour, looking for the hisworklastsummerearned
mostoutstandingUCFinter- him the president's list. His
national student of the year. achievements at UCF inThe committee awarded elude: President oftre InterMufaddal "Mufti" Bootwala national Students Associaof India with a plaque and a tion, a member of Consultcash prize of $250.
ants for Effective Leadership,
The committee performed vice president of the Indian
the ceremony in ~~~~~~~~~ Students Assothe President's
ciation,
a
Board Room
"Bootwa/a
former senator
March
15.
astounded
onStudentGovJ o a n n a
emment and a
us. 1J
McCully, coordirepresentativeof
nator of the Inthe Campus Acternational Stu• Joanna McCully tivities BoardCOORDINATOR
VolunteerUCF.
dents said: "We
credited this
Dr. LeVester
Tu.li>spresented
award because
these students work so hard, Bootwala a plaque designed by
achieve many honors and are last year's honoree, Christina
active on campus. We felt they Tan ofSingapore. In his speech
should be commended for Tubbs stressed the importance
their hard work and spirit." of international and cultural
The committee judged diversityoncampus.'Thesestu:their academic performance, dents are committed to excelextracurricular activities, lence," he said
.
leadership qualities and serBootwala said, "This is a
vice to others.
great honor and l 1shall relish
"Bootwaj~ astounded US;" this day. I feel that by winMcCully said. ''His resume ning this award I can give an
, .. was filled with exceptional incentive to other students
-qualificatjons. Bootwala'sin- who are not active to make
volvementoncampusisnoto- their voices heard."
' i
by Mickie Matriscianl

•11!111•••••-
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Live Classes with experienced instructors
0 Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.
7 days a week• Evenings too!
o No Nonsense Guarantee
Industry Leader - 53 years of experience and
2 million graduates prove we've got the ~
expertise and re.sources it takes to help students
succeed
4t

0

KAPLAN ,:
273-7111

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

.,
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Decision to move to
Division I-A leaves
several doubts
hough Saturday was the 13th of the
month according to the calendar, the
news carried on the front page of that
day's Orlando Sentinel sports section would
have been more appropriate for an ·unlucky
Friday the 13th issue. This was the day UCF
President John C. Hitt's decision to move ahead
with plans to move this university's athletic program into Division I-A were announced.
Dr. Hitt is quoted as saying "[t]here is no
doubt in [his] mind that everyone connected
with UCF is behind this move."
Indeed.We're wondering who he is including in "everyone." One look at the attendance
figures will show the staggering amount of
support that UCF students and alumni already have for our football team.
C'mon Doc, be serious.
As far as doubts go, let us be the first to clue
the good doctor in on some of the doubts this
move inspires.
First of all, the athletic budget will have to
be increased by 60 percent, from $3.6 million
per year to $5.8 million. Last year the athletic program found itself $92,000 in the hole
and guess where they went to make up the
difference? Academics.
Granted, this amount was eventually lessened, but there can be little doubt as to where
they'll go next time the athletic program
needs money - only this time they'll be
looking for a heck of a lot more than a few
hundred thousand dollars.
Should students ofthis university be forced
to sacrifice their education for I-A football?
We think not.
UCF students already contnbute more
than twice as much as University of Florida
students in the way of fees to support the
athletic program. We can bet that this fee
will be increased if the university does move
to Division I-A.
Assuming they increase fees by only 60
percent (we're not aware there is any limit on
how much it can be raised), students taking
12 credit hours will pay more than $100 per
semester in athletic fees . .
Orlando Mayor Glenda Hood is quoted as
saying, "UCF football is turning up the excitement another notch." Given their performance during last seas·o n - a winning,
though hardly inspiring 6-5 record - turning up the "excitement" of UCF football is
hardly worth cheering about, especiallywhen
you consider that .w e're going to be the whipping boy of the division for years to come.
The mission of this university should be to
provide the opportunity for its students to
receive a quality education, not waste millions on football; and on that point, Dr. Hitt,
there is definitely no doubt.

March 18, 1993
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Abortion clinic death drives
home some hard facts of life
c

•

Jessica Pinkman
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

0

n March 10 Dr. David Gun:{l, a physician who
provided reproductive services, was shot pointblank during an anti-abortion picket at the
Pensacola Women's Services clinic. Randall Terry,
the leader of the anti-choice group Operation Rescue, responded to the fatal shooting by acknowledging the sorrow involved in the loss of a life, but
insisting on the "fact" that Dr. Gunn ~as a "known
mass murderer."
By condoning acts of vigilantism and condemning
people as guilty of crimes which are non-existent,
Operation Rescue once again shows its true colors.
The leaders and members of that group have no
respect for our country's founding notion of separation of church and state, or the democratic process.
The name Operation Rescue may conjure up images ofWhitchita, Kansas and small-town conservatism, but the terrorism and violence that group
advocates is much closer to home these days.
The group known to blockade clinics, harass clinic
workers' children and call the home of clinic patients
to ask, '"Did you know,your daughter had an abortion
today?" has set up shop in Melbourne Beach.
With Clinton in the White House, many people
feel the abortion issue is settled, but through rulings
like the recent Supreme Court case of Bray vs.
Virginia, groups like Operation Rescue have suecessfully maintained the right to blockade clinics
and prevent women from entering them.
.r
So what are they doing in Melbourne?
Operation Rescue is in the middle of a 12-week
training session. This preparation will continue at
least through the weekend of April 10.
During that time they will be holding demonstrations and attempting to close clinics in the Central
Florida area.
A few weeks ago, a threat was made that before the

Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 .
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-NEWS
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Bill Cushing
Managing Editor
Savannah Miller

end of that time period, a clinic in Brevard County
would be burned to the ground. The Aware Woman
Clinic in Melbourne is the only clinic in all of Brevard.
On March 6, I attended a Clinic Defense at the
Aware Woman Clinic, which just lost halfits staff of
doctors -due to the Pensacola murder. Hundreds of
anti-choice demonstrators gathered on the street
outside the clinic. They alternated between singing
hymns and marching silently in picket circles. Always someone was preaching from a Bible. As each
car drove into the clinic's parking lot, pro-lifers
- would cling to it and shout, "Please, don't kill your
baby!" through the windows.
The media and several individuals had video cameras, some of which recorded antis protesters stuffing potatoes into the exhaust pipes of pro-choice
defenders.
I personally had· my car picked up and moved
about three feet by anti-choicers who did not like
where I parked, and all the while these "Christian'S"
were preaching about love of God.
Last weekend, since abortions were not performed
at the clinic., anti-choice demonstrators went to the
private home of a clinic physician.
There they proceeded to gather and picket under
the protection of Bray.
This is only one example of Operation Rescue's
unacceptable tacti·cs in their fight against choice.
If what they are doing angers you, do something
about it.
Clinic Defense is going on right now. Even if you
can not defend the clinic in Melbourne, the three
clinics in Orlando are also at risk.
The days and times vary, but every Saturday
morning between now and April 10, Operation Rescue will be picketing in Melbourne, trying to deny
women their Constitutional rights.

Jessica Pinkman is president of UCF's chapter of
NOW and is majoring'in Liberal Studies
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New Yorkers' pluck shows during disaster
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

N

•

ewYawk.
If you're from
there, say it with
pride. Occasionally, an
event transpires which
speaks more truth than
all the misconceptions and
rumors that non-New
Yorkers can dream up.
rve been living in Florida
since 1980. Since that time,
I have had to listen to the
stereotypical, trite and outof-bounds assessments regarding New York City. You
know the ones rm talking about: the poverty and ghettoes,
highcrimeratesand-ofcourse-theunfriendly,outright
hostile residents of the city.
Let's address these charges:
•Poverty and ghettoes.
Hate to say this, folks, but there's poverty and
ghettoes everywhere ... even in Florida. Take a stroll
along Washington Ave. between the Citrus Bowl and
the glass-and-steel buildings of downtown.
While the socioeconomic squalor may not be as
abject as some areas of this country, it is evident.
When I first moved to Florjda, I overheard a conversation in which a female was ranting on and on about
how bad New York was. Her rancor became so over-

bearing, I was compelled to ask where in New York she Expressway than I-4 any day of the week.
had gone that caused her so much consternation. Her
And proof ofhow self-sacrificing New Yorkers can be
answer: Coney Island and the South Bronx areas.
in the worst of times came shining through out of the
Not exactly your typical tourist areas. Hell, even explosion that rocked the city's World Trade Center
New Yorkers don't go there too much.
buildings at the start of the month.
Hundreds offeet above the earth, with no power and
• High crime rates.
Yes, there is a lot of crime in New York. There is also smoke billowing into sections of the building, the one
a lot of wealth there as well as many more people in a fact of the story that came through again and again
much smaller area.
during the ordeal was how ordinary, everyday citizens
But let's put the "high" crime myth to rest. On a per- - some building workers, many simply visitors capita basis, Jacksonville had more violent crimes in stopped to assist others caught in the disaster.
1991and1992 than any other state on the continent.
Take Anna Marie Tesoriero, the Brooklyn teacher,
Orlando's crime targets have caused a number of who stayed with and girded the spirits of her 1 7
countries to issue warnings to any citizens planning to kindergartners.
visit the area. In fact, after living for 20-plus years in
Or 27-year-old Donna Anderson who stayed with a
NYC, I find it interesting that I have been the victim of seven-month pregnant worker waiting for rescuers.
a crime three times in my life - all three times while
Or the two attorneys who hoisted a disabled coworker and began carrying him down the stairwells.
in a small Southern city.
So let's not kid ourselves about the good ole South too
The most telling testimony was in a recent
"Newsweek" which recalled how "New York pluck,
much here.
born out of blackouts and subway fires, came to the
•Unfriendly residents.
I readily admit that New Yorkers are not an open rescue. Amid all the fear and confusion, the strongest
and gregarious lot. However, wouldn't you want a bit of looked after the most vulnerable. Untrained, mostly
personal privacy while beingjammed on an island with undirected, they suppressed panic, keeping the casu8 million other people?
alty toll far lower than it might otherwise have been. If
However, I have always maintained that while New the disaster had struck in a city less self-possessed than
Yorkers are not outwardly friendly, there are much more New York, hundreds might have been trampled to
hwnane and altruistic than many ofthe otherresidentsin death. As it was, all save five pulled through."
the United States when the chips are really down. We
If you are one of those who has spent your life
aren't talking "southern hospitality" here (a state of deriding New York, convincingyourselfthat there's no
being that is as sweet as cotton candy and with almost place like Orlando, ask yourself how residents of this
as much substance); I refer to when one is in a bind.
area might have reacted under similar circumstances.
Be honest.
I would rather break down on the Long Island

In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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Racism evidently doesn't take a Spring B1-eak
Shannon Martin
SCENARIO
elcome back,
people. Hope you
all had a nice
Spring Break. You certainly deserved it.
Now, first things first.
I appreciate Jessica
Pinkman's insert in Letters to the Edi tor. I'm
pleased to know that
people read and respond
to my articles.
However,
Ms.
Pinkman, I cannot help but think that in your quest to
criticize my article, you overlooked its purpose. I was
trying to bring attention t~ everyday stereotypes and
my recent experiences. I wrote that "Mommy" watched
soap operas because I wanted to illustrate how easily
stereotypes begin and how impressionable we all are at
a young age. It was my intent to show how such a
wrongful stereotype can begin.
My example that all the presidents we studied in
school were white, did not mean that the only people
qualified enough to run the Oval Office were white, but
at four years old, we may be led to believe so.
Also, Ms. Pinkman, you said that I failed to include one
frequently stereotyped group ... women. Actually, I did not
include about a million frequently stereotyped groups,

W

including (but not limited to): women, the handicapped,
homosexuals, Mexicans, Koreans, Russians, Ethiopians,
tall people, short people, fat people, blondes, red-heads and
politicians. Clearly, the list is infinite.
The article was geared to my experiences, and in
case you haven't noticed from my picture, I am not a ·
blond, Korean woman. Still, Ms. Pinkman, I appreciate
your feedback and respect your criticism, even as
premeditated as it seemed.
Since I'm on a roll, I want to share another recent
story with you all that happened during the break.
I had just returned to Orlando from New Port Richey
when a friend of mine who shall remain nameless (and
ignorant) came to my room whining about how his
vacation plans fell through. After I finished laughing,
he told me his money, clothes and car stereo were all
stolen in a "Niggertown" near Miami.
I resisted the urge to punch him out, then asked,
"Really? Where were you?"
"In Miami Beach. Some black dude took everything."'
While barely keeping my composure, I responded,
"How do you know the person was black? And male?"
"Trust me. I just know."
All trust had been lost. I rolled my eyes. "So some
black guy broke into your car and stole all your stuff?"
"Well, no. I didn't lock the car."
Okay, let's think about this. To start, isn't it just a
tad bit stupid to leave your valuables that accessible?
Second, ifyou are at all familiar with the ethnic mix in
Miami, you'd know that it could very well have been a
blond, Korean woman. Lastly, and most baffling, why
the hell is he telling me about his disappointment in the

black race? He said to me, and I'm serious, "I'm pissed
at all black people right now, except foryou."That was
a pathetic attempt to make me feel better.
In this short/interesting/pitiful conversation, I
learned that my ''friend" has the intelligence of a
lampshade (not to say that ALL lampshades are stupid, Ms. Pinkman), and that he considers white people
incapable of committing theft. He has no idea what the
person looks like, but his narrow-minded, limited thinking led him to a quick and easy solution.
This jerk and his statements are a prime example of
stereotyping in action. This boy has predetermined
that the mere color of a group's skin makes it more
likely to be dishonest. I'm sorry he feels that way, and
I'm sorry he will go through life as ignorant as the ink
on this page. During the conversation, I went gradually
from sad to glad that his vacation was ruined.
We've all got stories.We can all relate to stories, also.
When stereotypes are involved, everyone is a victim.
I'm sorry that my stories only involve black stereotypes, but for all you out there that haven't noticed, I'm
black. Try to control your surprise.
So there you have it. Part two of a two part series on
stereotypes. As Ms. Pinkman and I have tried to point
out, anyone can be a victim and everyone uses them,
blatantly or subconsciously. Except for my friend, let's
call hiin Dumb Ass, who I couldn't care less about right
now, I did not mean to offend anyone in this article.
That is NEVER my purpose.
Tomorrow, notice how many times you prejudge
people while on campus. I think you'll be surprised,
maybe even a little ashamed.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Sat. we have an area conference in
Lakeland. Sun. is the pledge picnic.
Happy b-day to Katrina and Leanne.
Proud to be a Deltasig !!!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
ATQ's famous Island Party is here once
again! The bash kicks off Sat. afternoon with slide and games @ the
house. The night begins with live
reggae by Alize, and goes all night! Lets
get IRIE! TBMT
.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Bullfrog ribbitt ribbitt Fri. night bullfrog
at the house bullfrog 10-? Bullfrog lers
get hoppin'
IAE ski trip '93 what a blast 4>A ahern
great job thanks for the memories!
Gander, buffalo, whose that-hearmp,
everyone to the back of the bus, 4:00
at the yoddlers pub, check-out is at what
time, reindeer, whose going to explain
this to my 6 year old, cupp run, jaquzzi
run, sure we can fit 21 people in the
jaquzzi, barnicie bill, knock knock, Brian
how's the tooth, Tony's midnight run,
Kiet get out of the treec, don't pull an
unky, Mish I'm on your left, nice dive
Amy, Tuan & Tony how was the cupp,
no coolers in the aisles, thafll leave a
mark, Cooter & Rosco, somebody stick
a fork in me, wow!
PHI GAMMA DELTA
The FIJl's are still going! Congrats to
our soccer players 1993 B-league
champs! Pre-greek week party Sat
3120 8-? F-1-J-1 always want to be 1!!!

y

CLUB INFO
'r ::~;

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
The Content of Christianity Discussion
every Wednesday, noon, room 214
Student Center all are .welcome. Fr.
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., C~~plain.
SWAT , , ,•
SWAT members just reminder this
Sunday is the Heart Ride at Lake Claire
at 1:OOpm. For those that signed up,
please do not forget to show up.

a

CAB
Apply now! For leadership positions on
the Campus Activities Board. Pick up
applications at the Student Center main
desk. Deadline to turn in applications is
March 23 by 5pm. Don't miss out on
the fun! Apply soon! For more info call
823-2611.
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SCUBA II!
UCF Dive Club meeting Fri. 3/19 in
SC214 from 4-6pm. Call 382-8007.

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Fellowship of Christian Athletes Thurs.
night 7:00 at WDSC.

Biweekly contract student apartment
very good rate please call 273-1500.

Outlanders

All terrain bike race 3127 at Lake Claire.
T-shirts and gifts for all with $10 entry
fee. Get your entry slip at the meetings
4pm Tues. at the gazebo or call Ted at
384--8682.

For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct 2 beds,
2 bath, washer and dryer, call 695-0548.
Hidden Oaks condo. Goldenrod Rd &
UCF Blvd. 3 bdrm 2 1/2bath. End unit.
Washer/dryer, microwave. $650 +
deposit. Immediate occupancy call
647-3177.

PR Club
The club of opportunity & experience

invites you to our March
general meeting: 4:30pm Thur.18Mar93
all majors welcome.
Come find out what you are capable ol

Apt for rent 212 washer & dryer inc.
new carpet ceiling fans $445.00 mth
call Gina 682-3477 days 380-1855 eve

New Chapter of National Organization
for Women (N.O.W.) on campus. Corne
join us on Mondays at4:00 pm in SC211

Rooms for rent-summer term-males
only-fraternity house, all utils. included,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for' details
872-0373.

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed asap own room &
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities 366-2693.

Sherwood Forest, 212, washer, dryer,
ceiling fans $525 mo. & dep 331-9334.

FINS wanted to share 2bd/21/2ba townhouse in Cambridge Circle with w/d.
$260 mo. Call Karly 823-4116 Iv msg.

Large efficiency, 600 sqft. all kitchen
appliances, pool, tennis, central heat &
air, Winter Park Woods (University &
436) 1 year lease $300 mo. 671-4099.

FNS to share 2bd/2bth apt wash/dryer
pool & tanningbed call MaryAnn
678-9203, 830571
Need F N/S to share room and bath in
2br/2 1/2 ba twnhs. $121 + 1/4util. Near
UCF. Call 273-3268.
3/2 @ Stillwater 4 mi from UCF June 1
to Dec 1 prefer N/S ladies $250 +
util.Negot call 8Z3-2061 or ev 365-8276
Female, non-smoking roomate for
house near campus. $225 & 1/3
utilities. Call 365-2940. Available
311/93.
Clean, NS female to share 2br/2ba apt.
in Alafaya Woods. $263 per mo. plus
1/2 utilities. Call Tammy at 365-6203.
Clean, NS, quiet, m/f, own room & bath
3 1/2 miles from UCF $230 + 113
utilities. $100 deposit no pet call
365-8386

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available now $450
David 249-2865.
I

I

FOR SALE
High quality low cost computers for sale.
Special discounts for UCF students &
faculty. Orlando based firm. Systems
are built to your own specs. 1yr.
warranty on parts & labor Visa/MC
accepted. Call us at 277-2883.
1992 Mitsubishi Eclipse. Burgundy, 5
spd. trans., AC, am-fm stereo; 17,000
miles. $1000 +assume payments. For
info or to look, call 671-6125.
New 486NGA color $895 or 386/VGA
$733 used computer, desk & printer
$250 upgrades, repairs, trade-ins
869-8894.
SIS waterbed: 4drwrs, headboard, and
heater call Jay at 281-6077

8

WOROllASTERS 2n-9600

HELP WANTED
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-earn $2000+/
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
and career employment availabte. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.
Greeks & clubs rai·se a cool $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.
Teachers/degree candidates
$350 per week
work with private schools and
learning centers demonstrating
reading programs and educational
materials. Call (813) 988-3196.
Students
$7.00 per hour
demonstate reading programs
and educational materials.
Call (813) 988-3196.
Holiday Inn UCF needs entertainment
in the lounge. If you can sing and play
a variety of music, (piano available)
contact Mr. Donavan at 275-9000.
Come join our team!
Students build your sales experience
*add to your resume*work with the
Orange County Public School Soarer
pit and f/t position available*send
resume to ·The Adventure Card·, P.O.
Box 579, Winter Park, FL 32790
Attn:Chris Hinton.

SERVICES

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Aca.irate
KCO INC Typing/$1.50/658-9074
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Pam Beasley 365-2569.
Term papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop & WP 5.1
Word processing at home. Quick turnaround. All typing needs. Reasonable
rates. Call Doris Lopez at 382-0768.

LOST& FOUND
Lost: Sharp Wizard Oz-8200$ electronic
organizer in black case with IC-cards
on 3 Mar '93 call 678-4531 Iv msg.
Reward!
Sunglasses, lost in Business Bldg
bluish-black thick frames, womens.
Robert Laroche. Devistated, given
under special circumstances!!! Reward
365-2699.

TUTORS

.

Accounting Tutor

Baby Haven-a 4C early learning
center. Hours Garn to 6pm ages 6, -.
weeks to 6 years full time weekly rates.
start at $50 a challenging and
rewarding environment for your child.
8414 E. Color:iial tel: 282-6226.

TYPISTS

CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all
level's, native speaker call Alona
677-4645.

OTHER

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
TCH is for me!!!

FIRE
ER•
EITING
.
r

)

('

.

---

Operating Instructions: Hold receiver to side of head. Use

finger to activate special dialing sequence. Speak into mouthpiece.
When used properly, this fire extinguisher gives guaranteed
results. Use it and call your local forester to report a fire or
any suspicious activity.

('
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Tough losses continue
to mount for Tampa Bay
Trace Trylko
I

SOUND OF LIGHTNING

•

The Lightning have scraped and
scratched to 21 wins this season. They are
in most games until the end and have
played most teams tough throughout their
first year in the National Hockey League.
Despite Tampa's competitive play, mistakes plague them.
Take Tuesday's loss to Hartford. The
Bolts outshot the Whalers 45-23, but
costly turnovers led to. their 4-3 defeat.
Tampa Bay committed a fat.al turnover
less than one minute into overtime and
Hartford pounced on the puck and escaped with a victory. This loss frustrated Lightning Head Coach Terry
Crisp and his displeasure was obvious
following the game.
"I'm aggravated tonight bemuse the
guys deserved a better fate. To lose this
way is tough. This one cuts a little deeper,"
Crisp said
· However, the loss may actually help.
With only 14 games remaining, Tampa is

slated for the sixth pick in the NHL amateur draft.. Tampa's loss t.o Hartford evened
the two club's point tot.als at47. Tampa Bay
will draft following the expansion South
FloridaandAnaheirnfranchisesandleague
doormats San Jose and Ottawa.
Staning for the Lightning against the
Whalers was Brian Bradley. Bradley,
Tampa's only representative at the NHL
All-St.ar game, scored his 39th goal of the
season t.o force overtime. Bradley's 39 goals
are the most by any player on a first-year
expansion team, surpassingGilPerreault's
38 goals ~reffor Buffalo during the 197071. season.
'
The Lightning (21-43-5) play Toronto
tonight at Expo Hall The Maple I.alls trail
NorrisDivison leaderChimgo byfivepoints.
Buffalo invades the Bay Area for a Saturday afternoon special at 1:35 p.m. The
Sabres are clawing for a playoff spot in the
Adams Division. The Sabres trail third
place Bost.on by six points.
Following these next two home games,
Tampa travels toChicagoSundayandhave
adat.ewiththeNewJerseyDevilsTuesday.
The Lightning conclude their first season
April15.
.
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The Lady Knights end season
with loss in fust ro1Dld of
conference championship
by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

The women's basketball team participated in their first Trans America
Athletic Conference tournament
March 4 in Miami.
The Lady Kn~ghts (4-24, 3-9) were
defeated 81-61 m the first round by

Frazier, who tied the conference
tournament record for free throw percentage, was perfect· from .the line
hitting seven of seven.
Frazier was also named t.o the AllFreshmanteamandreceivedtwovotesfor
Newcomer of the Year.
JuniorDebbyBatzwasnamedtothe
All-Academic team

national Univ~rsityfinished first in the confer-

p oin ts. Missy
Briscoe followed
with 11 points and

.
eight.
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' Knights set
',t o battle

UNFORTUNATELY; TIIlS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made m before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Bneftt """'.frrmi ta: llefen'llL C"1J our SRA hotline 1800-842:.2733, ed. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future

for those who shape it:-

F

19. .J

CREF tmi/talu MY Ji.dril.ld &y TIAA-CREF l•iJt"viJul .W /tUtiJlliiM.l &n>iru. For ""'rr ~uu U.for1M1i4t1, U.elMJing r'1oryu IUld ezpt11.tu, ulJ J 800-842-27JJ. at. 8016
/N• ~Ill. RM} t6t ,,_,,m111wef,,/Jy k/orr Y"fl Utw.Ji tltWfld INllfrY.

. After a briefrest, the UCF
· ·:Diamond Knights travel t.o
' .Daytona ·Beach to take on the
·- West Virginia Mountaineers
·
-tonight.
TheMount.aineers(2-7)have
· ·. _·.playedteamssuchasN.C.State,
, ·and just completed a series
· . ~tFlorida.Inthefirstgame
· Florida won 10-5.
·
West Virginia is without
All-East pitcher Dan Barry,
who compiled a 7-1 record last
year, with tendinitis.
,
Their leading hitters are
Mark Lander at.447 and Andy
Srebroski at .357.
Defense was originally
thought to be their strong
point, but pitchinghas turned
out to be their strong point.
Over the weekend the
Knights travel to Auburn to
take on the Tigers (8-9).
Startingpitchingis also the
strength of the Tigers. They
are lead by John Powell (3-3
2.90era) and Jason Johnson
(4-2 3.00era).
Taking the charge at the
plate is third baseman/designatedhitterCliffShanks(.407)
and Matt Duke (.340).

QUICK FACTS
WestVrrginiaMount.aineers
Location: Morgantown,WV
Head
Coach:
Dale
Ramsburg
Record: 2-7
Probable Pitcher: Jeff
Fennessy, 0-1
Game Time: 7:30 pm
Auburn Tigers
Location: Auburn, Al
Head Coach: Hal Baird
Record:S-9
Probable Pitchers: John
Powell (3-3), Jason Johnson
(4-2)

10
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WORD

OFFSIDES

FROM PAGE 12

FROM PAGE 12

no1es, Gators and Hurricanes
t-shirts on this campus than
Knights' apparel. Take a look
at any car and you'll wonder if
you're really in Orlando. Sometimes it feels like I live closer
to Gainesville and that orange
and blue should be my favorite
colors. C'mon UCF, do you real1y care about your hometown
team? The answer lies in your
apathy.
Scheduling better-known
teams will help generate interest and sell tickets, but only
to alumni of the visiting
schools. Remember the East
Carolina game a few years
back? It seemed like they had
more fans than we did at the
Florida Citrus Bowl. UCFmay
sell more tickets by scheduling
more interesting opponents,
but they won't be sel1ing the
seats because people are interested in seeing the Fighting
Knights.
Finally, the recommendation
cites a need to increase booster
support. Did the committee just

more games, get us more exposure and make our team better. (Does anyone see a trend
here?)
It's a cycle that needs to be
started. IfCentral Florida ever
wants to be a major university, and those in charge have
that in mind, this is a necessary step.
Opposers of this move feel
we don't have the financial

A

support to make the jump.
They worry academics will
suffer, being forced to give
money to save a drowning
program which the students,
alumni and community don't
seem to want to support anyway.
The one point I will have
to concede is the Fighting
Knights currently get no support from the student body.
And the list of reasons is
lengthy. But I am confident
some of these problems will
be remedied by an upgrade

QC COMPUTER .
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

in our football team. Namely,
better opponents.
Better opponents would
draw more fans and generate
big bucks. Televised games, in
addition to exposure, would
draw more fans and make
money for UCF.
Also, every time a game is
played the schools make money
from game guarantees. And
Division I-A has a higher game
guarantee. It may take a year,
but the program will make
enough to stand on its own.
Sure, it takes time, but we must

•

•
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FLEA

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS 1.1.22·

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY 50)
(WEST OF ALAFA YA TRAIL)
ORLANDO

NOW OPEN FRI. NOON - 8 PM
SAT & SUN 8 AM - 5 PM

.G A R A G E S A L E R S/

~this?UCFhasmorethan

50,000 alumni in the area and
they simply are not courted to
support UCF athletics. I know
several alumni who have never
been asked to contribute to their
alma mater. While it's not too late
to improve this situation, it is
hardly something that is goirig to
produce instant results.
UCFs future gridiron success does not hinge on these
areas alone. Issues like percentage of students living on-campus, Greek support and age of
the student body are also factors that will determine the success or failure of this highly
touted and expected move.
Less than 10 percent of the
student body lives on campus.
School spirit lacks as a result of
this and UCF needs to address
substantially increasing this
number. Greek support?C'mon,
you know, they know and I know,
it's an overstated idea. Where
are they? Well, it is not the Citrus Bowl in the fall. And, UCF is
still a commuter campus with
students whose average age is
in the m:id to upper 20's. Areas
like this should be addressed
before UCF jumps into .the hot
waters of upper division NCAA
football competition.
These are things to consider
before bolting to I-A So, hold
the phones and angry letters
UCF athletes and officials. As
most readers of this column
know, I have taken an occasional potshot at the Athletic
Department. But, let's get real.
This sports section devotes considerable coverage to UCF's
games and players and does not
hold either to as much criticism
as other sports publications
would. We are not the public
relations rag for the Athletic
Department.
Studentshavetherightto hear
the debate on issues that involve
their money. Should UCFmoveto
I-A? Have we done what it takes
to be successful? These are the
questions that swirl around this
decision and this columnist thinks
the answers are no. Until next
week, remember the sports beat
goes on.

not be short-sighted.
Granted, at first the fans
may not be coming to see the
Knights, but we still get to sell
them tickets. Then UCF can
use the money to build a better
program and then draw the
fans. The bottom line here is
the move is corning and we
need to support it. It is our
school, let's have some pride.
Stand and cheer Knights
fans, and get ready for some
real action, finally.

SPECIAL
$ 2.00

ON FRIDAYS
550 PAVED & COVE.RED SPACES

PACKAGE INCLUDES Air from Miami •
Hotel • Transfers • $13 Departure Tax •
$10 Security Fee • Free Beach Parties

(407) 380-8888 OR (407) 679-8705

7426 University Blvd. • Winter Park, FL 32792

(407) 679-5499 • (800) 299·5499

•••••

Community Bio-Resource~, Inc.
~!2 ~~
. ·~ ~
.
,.
~

... your plasma will
always be needed.

•/..

~

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOUDONATEHELPS:

One of the large'; 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about our move-in specials

• Patients in shock
• Accident Victims
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases

FOR STUDENTS ONLY
( 407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151
~

-;:~

•Sand Volleyball
• Baskettall
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available
Alafaya Woods Blvd.
University Blvd.

•

~

Arbour Village Apartn1ents.
.

Arbo\Jr Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
• Professional management
•Exercise Room

.Oversized walk-in closets
• Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMEN:rS ~VAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard• Orlando, Florida 32826

.

( 407) 282-7333

OUTL~T -

Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on rogular ·merchandise with UCF ID

..
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Smashing Knights win big over break week

.!
>

Men win five straight, tabulate a 11-4-1 season record-Lady Knights now 8-6 for the year
by Scott Ginchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCFMen's Tennis team
stayed busy over Spring Break
playing six matches and winning all but one. March 2 the
Smashing Knights took on unbeaten. Hampton College and
lost by a score of 7-2. UCF's
winners were Christian
Carlstrom and Mauricio
Pacheco. The loss dropped the
Knights to 6-4-1 for the season.

But after the loss, the
Knights rebounded with five
consecutive wins by a cumulative score of 34-8.
UCF collected these victories over James Madison, Appalachian State, College of
Charleston, Butler and Lehigh.
The highlight of the week came
when the Knights dealt Butler
only their third loss of the season. UCF improved its record
to an impressive 11-4-1 with
only seven matches remaining
in the regular ~eason before

the Trans America Athletic
Corference Championships,
which begin April 8 in Deland.
Though the week was a huge
success for all the players, the
team was once again led by
Carlstrom, who dropped only
a single set in the six matches.
Even more outstanding is the
fact that it was the only set
Carlstrom ·has lost in singles
play in nearly three weeks.
The Lady Knights also endured an active Spring Break
playing five matches and pick-

~~!~ l~f:~:~~~ 11•11111

ing.up three victories. March
5 the women lost to Florida
International, 5-4. The women
nearly made a come back in
the end, winning four of the
final five matches, but they
had fallen too far behind.
The women bounced back
March 8 against the College of
Charleston, 5-4.
The only other Spring Break
loss happened March 9 at the
hands of Virginia Tech, once
agrun by a score of 5-4. However, the Knights showed their

disgust for the loss by abusing
both Butler and Lehigh, both
by scores of 9-0. In fact; the
combined game scores in these
matches was 185-41.
The Lady Knights are now
·
8-6 on the season.
The squads team up ·for a
doubleheader on the home
courts today against Montana.
The action begins at 2·p".m .
Friday, the men square off
against Army at home tne.n go
on the roac to play Ge9rgia
State March 22.

r
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UCF Recreational Services Spring

~~~~1E~?~ E!~~j§~ •1111 Event ~~;:~::::b~gDa~
dinner to benefit ''Give Kids the
World". The orgamza·tion sponsors t.erminally ill children and
theirfamilieswithtripstoCentral
Florida's amusement parks.
The Astros sponsored the dinner, which cost $35 a plat.e, made
guest appearances and donated
personal it.ems to the auction.
Pitcher Doug Drabek was more
than happy to give his time and
money ro the cause.

training,andfelttyinginsportsto
the benefit would be a natural fit.
"Everything here has been donated, theseguysareverygiving,'
Miers said 'They are wonderful
Youaskthemtodosomethingand
they do more.." · .
Amongtheit.ernsauctionedo:ff
werean.autographedphotoofBill
Clinton, autographed bats from
Don Mattingly and Ryne
Sandberg. The bigmoneymakers

Racquetball Singles "A"
. les "B"
.Racquetball Smg
Comm. SOftball
Comm. Voleyball

'fI:mPi99:~:~i,l:I~D!m:~i,R¥£ti9f:T~f
:tJtbi\f!!P,i:!ll(*'=l~::ifQr!!\!.~M:J:

March 19

March 26
April 27
April 27

Saturday
.
March 27
;May 3-Jfily E
M~y 3-Jul.y B

more information on these or any other
serVice offered by Recreational Semces. ,

lik~~:!::~:..:~;.: .~a;~u:r!h~st;;i .· 11&1il[8lli
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... ' Bri~ yrs bike to tbe

PEER
COUNSELING
TEAM

·.: . ·

1111ll'llllllS ruoble repai service -

'. :'
Every w~' 9 .. 2P1>· aaos5 froro tf)8 Wld i>ma--OCF ~

DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY
OF A LIFETIME!!
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
MINIMUM_REQUIREMENTS
* 2.5 OVERALL GPA
* 12 SEMESTER HOURS
AT UCF BY SPRING '93
* AVAILABLE FOR TRAINING
THIS SUMMER
.
* ONE SEMESTER UCF
RESIDENCY
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
COUNSELING & TESTING

•

•

AJJDLY NOW !!!!
DEADLINE MAI2Clf 26Tlf
ANY QJIE0TION0 CALL

823-2811
. . 'r
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Fighting Knights have big plans for future
more people to their games. One of the
provisions to be a Division I-A program is
SPORTS EDITOR
to average 17,000 fans per game.
The Knights have a new goal on the
During the 1992 seasori the Fighthorizon-push the Athletic Depart- ing Knights drew an average crowd of
ment up to NCAA Division I-A status. only 8,992, hardly filling the 70,000
Friday, a committee unanimously seat Florida Citrus Bowl.
The committee's report to Hitt listed
recommended to UCF President John
Hitt to have the school seek I-A status · three critical areas necessary for Diviin football. The group, composed of sion I-A success:
faculty, staff, students and boosters, -Schedule better-known teams to
proposed the move to begin during the generate more money
-Sell more tickets
1996 season.
In order to move up in status, UC F's -Incres-e booster contributions
Approval by the Board of Regents is
Athletic Department would need to
still needed.
undergo some changes.
"There are c~rtain things that must
The report, given to Hitt by committee chairman Bill Callarman, estimates be accomplished," Hitt told the OrUCF would need an athletic budget of lando Sentinel. "It wouldn't matter
$5.8 million to accomodate such a pro- how much money we rounded up if we
gram. The current budget is $3.6 mil- can't put 1 7,000 in the seats at the
lion. ·
Citrus Bowl. We have to get people to
The Knights would also ·need to attract come to the games."
by Jenny Duncanson

The Fighting Knights plan to move to NCAA Division 1-A in 1996, but
empty stadium sea~s could hinder the jump. 10eHoog1FuruREl

Ready or not, UCF football is headed for Division I-A
~
tl~

Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

',,"'
1l:i~Ir;~':>·:,\>~;~~~::rf'
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Move over Gators, the }(nights have
arrived on the scene. It's official, the
move to Division I-A is here.
No more SUNY-Buffalo or
Samford, the Fighting Knights get to
play with the big boys.
Now, there are those (like my distinguished comrade Mr. Trylko) who
would ._stop this giant step forward.
What's the matter with you? Why do
you want to stand in the way of
progress?
Yes, progress. UCF needs this advancement in its athletic program. The
move to Division I-A football will be a
big, long-awaited boost for this school.
National exposure is very important to universities. A nationally televised game against Florida State University will expose our school to millions ofpeople who otherwise may never
have heard of UCF.

~
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Now here is where we run into the
first criticism from our ignorant doubters. They jump to say, "The Knights
OFFICIAL WORD
aren't good enough to play against the
big schools."
Hooray for UCF athletics! The proWell, how many games we win regram got a much needed boost followmains to be seen. We may not win
ing Friday's decision to seek Division Imany games in our first couple of sea.A status for football for the 1996 seasons, but this is a.building process, a
son. However, this decision is ill-timed
cycle. we· may get beat, but the expoand very· premature. Can't you just
sure will help draw bigger talent, which
hear the uproar now.
will make our team better, help us win
Why do I ihink this? Well, contrary to
OFFSII)ES continued page 1O some opinions that I just hate UOF

Trace Trylko

sports, I am con~1 ned that this decision is
not in the best interests of the program.
UCF has b~ly begun to waJk on the IM. level We haven't consistently succeeded and we are already talking about
clirhbinginto the ringwith the bigboys. The
quality of football has been good and UCF
has posted winning records, but this is not
the criticaJ denominator necessary for success on the I-A stage. The unanimously
supported rep0rt given to President Hitt
cited three areas criticaJ to UCFs success:
selling more tickets, scheduling betterknown teams to generate money and increasing·booster contributions.
Let's look ·at the laundry list, item-byitem. UCF averaged less than 9,000 fans
last year and the requirement for advancement to I-A is a 17,000 per game average.
Just how close are we to meeting this
provision? The student body doesn't give a
damn about the football program, nor does
the Centr~ Florida community. There
are more students seen sporting SemiWORD continued page1 O

SWING BREAK

,.

THURSDAY- Baseball vs West Virgiilia@Daytona Beach
7p.m.
Women's Tennis vs Montana 2 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs Montana 2 p.m.
FRIDAY-

Track FSU Relays @Tallahassee through
Saturday
Men's Tennis vs Army 2 p.m.

SATURDAY- Baseball @Auburn 2 p.m.
Men's Rugby @SpaceCoast Tournament
lOp.m.

,
SUNDAY-

Baseball @Auburn 1:30 p.m.

MONDAY-

Men's Tennis vs Georgia St. @St. Augustine
lla.m.

TUESDAY-

Men's Tennis vs Cleveland State 2 p.m.
Baseball vs Cornell 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY-Men's Tennis vs Cincinnati 2 p.m.
Baseball vs Cleveland State 7p.m.

During Spring Break the Smashing Knights men's tennis team won five out of
six matches, moving their season record to 11-4-1. The women also enjoyed :
·
successful break. For complete results, see page 1o. 10eHoog1FuruREl

WOMEN LOSE OUT IN TAAC TOURNEY page 9

\

(coutlGSy/warner bros.)

gMall vanuas ara this
Prine& t~ tour of choica
It's taken ·five long years, but rock star Prince has
returned to the United Stat~ in abig way. Mostly touring
abroad and playing select club dates. Prince hasn't had
a formal tour in the states since 1988' s arena spectacle
Lovesexy Tour. Thankfully, the wait is over. On March 8,
Act One of his North American tour kicked off in Fort
Lauderdale. Wrt:h his band The New Power Generation
and a great brass seetion, the two-and-a-half-hour show
wa~ a stunning mix of old and new material, with some
theatrics thrown in for good measure.
Sanrise Musical Theater played host to the intimate
two-night gig. With just over 4,000 seats, Sunrise gave
the atmosphere of aclub show. It was this kind of energy
level, on stage and off, .that made this show a truly
memorable one.
From the opening number, "My Name Is Prince," to
the closing free-for-all jam, the action never stopped. The
first half of the show consisted of material from Prince's
latest album, a rock-soap opera.
The storyline roughly concerns Prince's infatuation
with the Aral;>ian Princess Ma)fte. Throughout the shaw,
Prince's antics with Mayte went from casual flirting to onstage sexual writhing. The electricity created by Prince's
newest female interest certainly puts to shame that of
Vanity or Appolonia Cwho?).
Musically, the first half of the show was a major
success. Taking material from his strongest album in
years, one might question how would it translate to the
stage. No need to worry. Prince's penchant for musical
experimentation shines best live; for instance, the intertwining of "Sexy MF" and "Love 2 the 9' s" with hardly
an acknovvledgment that they are tVvO completely different songs. It is this prowess on stage that reminds us just
how talented Prince is.
The New Pooer Generation held up its part of the
bargain·by not just keeping up with Prince, but rather
enhancing the shoo. The band's ability to fly from song
to song and drawout agroove as long as needed showed
that they \\€re oot just a backing band, but part of the

Prince family.
The show slowed down for a bit when Prince and his
falsetto sailed through the lush ballad "Damn U." Closing
out the first half of the evening were show-stopping
versions of "The Continental" and a funky "7" heavy
with acoustic guitar and an audience sing-along.
Mera brief intermission, what can best be described
as thegreatest hits portion of the show began. "let's Go
Crazy, " started off over an hour of non-stop classics.
"Kiss," "Purple Rain" and "Cream" were all represented with little twists here and there to remind you that
this was more than just a musical recap. Sorl:le more
obscure tracks were also included, like the rarely performed b-sides "Irresistible Bitch" and "She's Atvvays in
My Hair."
Getting the audience really moving were "Partyman,"
from the Batman soundtrack and the ode to Caligula
"Gett Off," from his Diamonds & Pearls album.
At one point late in the show. Prince stage-dove right
into the crovvd, an act that no doubt drove security mad
when they had to retrieve him from _the frenzied fans.
Prince wasn't very talkative during the show <who's
surprised?), but he did acknowledge how good it was to
be back in the United States.
When the second half of the show ended, fans ranted
and raved. waiting forthe customary Prince encore, until
security cleared out the house. You can't really blame
them: this was Florida's first chance at seeing Prince
since 1985. Unfortunately, it didn't happen,and as fast as
the concert had been announced Ca mere four w~ks
ago), it was over.
With his latest live venture. Prince has proven that no
matterhowmanyconcertartists like Madonna or Michael
Jackson may have. they are simply celebrity figures. It's
this bad boy W'lo is the real driving force of music today
and many more musical things to come.
• david j shoulberg
staff writer
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Resume Special!
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includes typesetting,
graphic f9rmat, editing, 10 copies
& 10 envelopes. $5.00 for each
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OVIEDO PUBLISHING CO.
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'Listening to the Whlsperf Is a show of unique focus and format
that will Involve many subjects from human potential growth
movement. psychology and self help to metaphysics. Our show
will air eW3ry Saturday on 1440 AM CNN/WPRD from 5 PM to 6 PM .
We have many expert guests. locally and nationally. Dr. Dee Pak
Chopra. Professor Arnold Keryserllng. and Wayne Dyer.

PHIUP HARRISON
Some of our subjects will entail:

MICHAR WATKINS, nc. · emo oN Luc msm ·"NIKITA"

ROBfRT mcHm m AlfXANDRA mos

~;u~:~nN ~::~~M ·-~~~~·
OPENS MARCH 19TH EVERYWHERE.

• Co-dependency
•Sexuality
•Astronomy
• Homeopathic
Medicine

•Meditation
• Earth Changes
• UFO Investigations
•Addictive
Personalities

• Color Therapy
• Women's Role
•Healing the
Inner Child

Our special host. Dr. Dragton. will guide you through these
powerful subjects. Come join us as we venture through life with a
program that will excite. Inform. educate and entertain you.
~Listening to the Whispers· will open doors In other dimensions
and thoughts_through this magical process called JIDz.
Call (407) 671-363 l

Psychic Today
available

Astrologers·and Psychics 4PM to 5Pm every Saturday

~.~1112.

Call for your future
299- NEWS
S onsored B Enchanted Herbs and Oils

411 New Show9

A !'ERNATIVE
LASER STATIC
The best in alternative music takes to the cosmos
thanks to the help·of WXXL's Surfer Dave
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - RUSH
Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - RUSH
1 0:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static
Midnight - PINK FLOYD - The ·w all
Sealing is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
~~

Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel

~~~~ Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium

,c~~
G

810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Toke 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left in .Loch Haven Park.

SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE
Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Busch
&

Busch Light

99
·

Specials Good
Thru 3/27 /93

suitcase

Copenhagen (roll) $2.50
Located RIGHT ACROSS
FROM UCF in between
12223 University Blvd.
Kinko'sand
823 - 9370
UCF Credit Union
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Butt surfing at the Independent Wann Saloon

THE BUTTHOLE SUFERS: Gibby Haynes, Krng Coffey' Paul Leary
and Jeff Pinkus with friends, Mole and Mr. Lincoln. (courtesy1capi101)

Imagine a band that once went by the
name of The Inevitable Ride to Eat Fred
Astaire's Asshole is now producing somewhat organized, serious music.
The Butthole Surfers. as they are now
called. recently released their first major-label
album, Independent Wann Saloon. The
sound is a bit more polished. the music a
bit more straight forward, but with songs
like "Chewin' George Lucas Chocolate"
and "Some Disoute OverT-Shirt Sales,"
the Buttliole Surfers have definitely retained their sense of humor.
Independent Wann Salaonwas produced
by John Paul Jones, theformerbassistof Led
Zeppelin. At first. the band thought that
having a Led Zeppelin member produce
their album would be the ultimate musical
mismatch, but eventually the band agreed
to having him as a producer.
"When Capitol first suggested it. Ilaughed
hysterically. And then we talked to him on the
phone and realized that if his name had been

Joe Blow. we would have wanted him because he had the coolest attitude of all these
producers we had talked to ... He's a real
great guy to work with. We went with him
based on his attitude over the phone," guitarist Paul Leary said recently from California.
- Musically, lrdependent Wann Saloon is
somevvhat of a deviation from other Butthole
Surfers' albums. The sound is tighter and
more organized than before. and as Leary
puts it. "it's more of a rock 'n' roll record."
As might be expected. politics are something that do not show up too often in the
Butthole Surfers' songs or that overly concern the guys. When asked about what he
thought of Clinton. Leary laughed and responded "Oh, it's just one jackass to the
next. I was boking forward to finally making
some money on a major record label. just in
time to pey higher taxes."

_

•dave bauer
central florida future

Young meets young: Remembering the Seventies
bottoms weren't a dead giveaway.)
Smoothly sailing from Jimi Hendrixsounding romps like "Black Giri, to
"Sugar. which could pass for a classic
Smokey Robinson single. is Kravitz' s strongest talent. While his sound is easily paired
with such influences, let's not say that
Kravitz simply imitates or repeats.
There is a large amount of talent and
individualism that keeps Kravitz from falling
into the trap of simply being labeled another
child of the '70s. He brings a '90s sensibility
and orderto his music. The production work
on Are You Gonna Go My Wayis his best
to date. Not too much distortion. as Mama
LENNY KRAVl°TZ'
Saidwas guilty of, and in the same respect.
Are You Gonna Go My Way
just enough echo and muffle to keep it
VIRGIN RECORDS
interesting.
The album's closing song is a reggae
When Lenny Kravitz exclaims Of! the title
track of his third album Are You Gonna Go track titled "Eleutheria," a tribute to his.
My Way. "I was 00m long ago. I am the . island home. Word has it that Kravitz origichosen I'm the one. Ihave come to save the nally wanted to call this album Eleutheria,
day, it sounds like an exercise in self but his record label nixed it because it was
appreciation. But after carefully listening to too hard to pronounce.
Regardless of title. Lenny Kravitz has
the entire album. it would seem that Kravitz
s~ on this album that he has a keen ear
should have some bragging rights.
His debut album Let Love Rule was for melding music. old and new. to form a
strong, if a bit too Beatles influenced. stimulating set of songs. We should all go
The follow up Mama Said was hiswey.
underappreciated by both critics and the
• david j. shoulberg
public. Nowwith his third release. Kravitz
staff writer
still is tripping on the '70s. <As if the bell
11

11

11

11

album begins with a long monotonous, yet compelling overture called
"Sample And Hold," where Young
sings in a mechanical, robotic voice.
The next song, "Transformer Man,"
is in the same style. but is a much
more tender song.
From that point, the album turns
country. The songs are sad. a Young
trademark, but . sound better than
most country songs on the radio
today. "Depression Blue" and
"Once An Angel show the beauty
of Young's golden voice. Then there
are two songs by the Shocking Pinks.
Young's 'blues/punk band, where
Young dressed as an Elvis impersonator.
The a!bum then shifts to feedback
rock. · including the hook, "Hippie
Dream n and then closes.with a wonderful live version of "This Notes For
You," where Young and his jazz band
the Blue Notes sing about the selling
out of stars to advertisers.
"LuckyThirteen" is an impressive
compilation showing just how many
of Neil Young's musical experiments
actually work.
11

NEIL YOUNG
Lucky Thirteen
GE~FEN RECORDS
Neil Young subtitled this compilation. "Excursions Into Alien Territory." That territory is what this album consists of: 13" songs he did
from Geffen records in the early
1980s that were rarely heard. But
now, with the recent popularity of
the great Harvest Moon, we can
finally hear the greatest hits of Neil
Young's Geffen records stint.
This 13-trackcompilation contains
some of the strangest material Young
has ever done, from techno-industrial to country to big band. The

I

• eyal goldshmid
central florida future

Rock's 1CB4' touted as the Spinal Tap of rap movies
The "This is Spinal Tap" of rap has arrived. Almost.
,"CB4 (which stands for Cell Block 4) is a comic look
at the rise of three young middle class black men who
become successful "gangsta rappers." Done in the
same mock-rockumentary style as "This is Spinal Tap"
(except this one is called a rapumentary), "CB4" is an
often-hilarious mix of slapstick. spoofery and some
great music. Unfortunately, it also contains a muddled
and underdeveloped plot.
Comedian Chris Rock <New Jack City) co-wrote.
co-produced and stars in this hip-hop spoof. He
plays MC Gusto Creal name Albert Brown), the
group leader who uses the misfortune of a local
clubowner/drugdealer named Gusto <played by
Eddie Murphy's look-alike brother Charles) to launch
his music career. He and a couple of friends create
an image of gangster rappers who curse. refer to
women as bitches and whores Cho's). and "grab
their genitalia." They are known as CB4, and they
rocket up to the top of the charts. Then their
11

different personalities begin to clash. and they begin
to run into some trouble. The film is shown mostly in
flashbacks done in documentary style by fictional
filmmaker A. White. Cplayed by the whitest man on
earth, Chris Elliot) who interviews MC Gusto on
how the group came to be.
The best thing about CB4 is the way it satirizes the
entertainment industry and society. Vert little is spared.
The film makes jabs at music CC &C Music Factory. Lenny
Kravitz), movies 0Nayne' s Worid. Spike Lee) and censorhappy politicians. The film contains some truly great music
a·nd music video parodies, including an uproarious solo
song by CB4 member Dead Mike CAiian Payne). in which
he raps about being black Cthe lyrics are "I'm Black. I'm
Black cause I'm Black y'all. etc.>.
The film features a slew of cameos. including Ice
T, Ice Cube. FlavorFlavandtheubiquitousShaquille
O'Neal.
·
Also the fi:n contains one of the funniest and
raunchiest sex sce_
nes on film. Watching the

ematiated Chris Rock making love to the group slut
is truly a hilarious sight.
The major problem with "CB4" is that it attempts
to have a plot. The film tries to make us feel for these
characters. but the domestic scenes are only lightly
touched upon and never utilized fully. Also, there is
a real missed oppurtunity for humor with the character of the politician Cplayed by Phil Hartman) and his
efforts to censor the raunchy band. This angle is not
given nearly enough attention after the initial set-up.
The lively soundtrack includes singles by Public
Enemy, MC Ren. PM Dawn and CB4 themselves
(their songs include the_hilarious "Straight Out of
Locash and "Sweat of my Balls"). While it does
not sustain the consistent laughter of "Spinal Tap."
"CB4" has plenty of laughs to make it a worthwhile
"rapumentary.
11

11

•scott jacobson
central florida future
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!AYfONA BEAcH CoMMUNIIY Coll.EGE

The Student lVelln~ Advorote Te,a,m enrourages the UCF Onnmunity to
Join us this Friday at Happy Hour. ..

DAYTONA BEACH, FLoRIDA

June 20 - 25, 1993

",,.

..-

Commemorative T-Shirts

If you have an interest in
joining the rapidly growing field of
co~uriications and have a strong
.interest in sports,.' then we have the perfect
atmqsphere for you to learn what you must do to be
a successful broadcaster.

All participating faculty and ·staff members
will receive a race t-shirt. Students who
donate $5 or more in pledges will receive a
t-shirt. Shirt sizes not guaranteed the day of
the race.
Individual Awards.

H~re's what we offer:

*

Knowledge and experience from broadcasters who have
been in the business for y~ars - such as Tim Brarido, Bob
Carpenter, Dan Patrick and John Saunders, all of ESPN.
panel discussion with three executives (ESPN, TBS Sports,
Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions) who actually do the hiring
of on-air talent.
Lectures on preparation, presentation, interviewing and
~oordination between producers, directors. and qn-air
talent.
A"critique of your own call of two sporting events.
The opportunity to write, videotape, and edit your own
sports story.
A~tual studio work, which will be taped for you to take with
· you when you leave.

*A
*

**
:.*

All of t~iS in the sun and beach capital ofAmerica!
_For more information: Call or write Linda C~mbs at
Dayt-0na Beach Cominunify College, P.O. Box 2811, Daytona Beach, Fl,,
32120-2811. (904) 254-4450

UNIVERSITY PRESCHOOL
AND
CHILDCARE CENTER

ano
FITNESS
at

Spirit Awards
Spirit awards will be given to the Club/Open
team and Faculty /Staff team with the
highest number participating. Spirit awards
will be given to the Fraternity and Sorority
with the highest percentage of members
participatinQ.

Marcb 161 1993
l~---ml

Kelsey's pizza parties to top
Spirit Award winners!

Post-Race Party
Includes live music, prize drawings and
plenty of free food and drinks from Kelsey's
pizzeria, Blimpie subs & salads, Calico
Jack's, Nabisco,and. more!
Return registration form to the Campus
Wellness Center Today!

Hours 6 a.m: to i 1 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Hourly ~te $2.75.
Owned & Managed by
Dr. April Jack

382-4744 .

RUN

Awards will be given to the top three male
and female finishers overall. Age group
awards will be given to the top male and
female finishers. Awards will not be
duplicated. Wheelchair and Rollerblade
overall awards will be given.

Friday, March 26, 1993

Time:

Check-in 4:30 pm Start 5:30pm

Place:

Sigma Phi Epsilon House
Gemini Boulevard
University of Central Florida

Entry
Fee:

Run, Walk; Roll, or Wheel...

Lie# 193-1

Date:

FREE ..... Registration for U.C.F.
students
$6 ........ .F~re-reglstration for
faculty and staff
$8 ......... Day of race registratlon
for faculty c::ind staff

_j
BAKERY & RESTAURANT

/

The Authentic French Bakery !t Restaurant
·
Eat in or Take out
. ·
?~ '21~

French Sandwich & Pa'te Chaud

s -

Also serving traditional
French Lunches & D Inners
•
•
•
•
•

French bread
Pastries
Quiches
Cakes
Cookies

•
•
•

Soups
Croissant ·
Breakfast

382-2871

University 5hoppea
12247 Unfveralty Boulevard
Orlando. Florft.:la 32817

r-~~---~----------~-----------------r------~
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BUYANY
I 6" SUB OR
I SMALL SALAD &

I

GET ONE

I

FREE

I

(Wilh pu~ d a meci1111 dri)

I
I
I

3912 >J.NAYA TRAii.
Not good wm any other oftw.
Oller good only al

.I

I

par1c~a1r.g 1ocarais.
Uml ont COlOOl1 Pet order.

MENU

f;.ilJ ::.l1•1liri

I COLD CUT COMBO
TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
HOT SUBS
. HAM
I SPICY ITALIAN
S'IBAK
I BMT
ROAST BEEF
(100% Sirloin)
I (pepperoni, genoa. ham, bologna)
VEGETARIAN
MEATBALL
I CLUB
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
TIJNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
PIZZA
I =e~~~~k;y)
I
Any sa'ldwlctl abo IM!labl• • a antom salad plale.
I
Al NIVtd Mh ycu choice ol: Ametlc:an Cheese. Onlona. Lenuc:.. Tonwoee
Oil PldUel • Green PlpPef' • Bia Ollv• • S&ll • P.pper • Oii
I
Now Baking Bread!
I ~ ALAFAYA TR.
3912 ALAFAYA TRAIL
HOURS:
I· Sl(112BLOCKSOUTHOFUNIVERSITYBLVD.
SUN-TlftlR to .. - 3u
I
SUBWAY
OPPOSITE U.C.F.)
I I 0 PIZZAHUT
~
277-3350
fRl-SAT fOH - 4H

~r~ ~I~ ~~·~3_j

.
~

~

! ~)i);!i)J;@

BUY ANY
6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAD &
GET ONE

FREE
(wilh putthase of a med1111 dtri:)

3912 Al.AFAYATRAIL

Notgoodwillianyothlroaer.
Oller gc>"J6 only al

pa~ingkx:a!iors.
Umconerol.ponplfOl'dlf.
orTCll [)('111CS
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